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1.  The kinetic energy in a gas that allows gas 
molecules to bounce away from other is supplied 
by __________. 
 
(A)  electrical repulsion between the gas molecules 
(B)  heat energy 
(C)  nuclear energy 
(D)  potential energy 
 
2.  The average kinetic energy of a gas molecule is 
directly related to the __________. 
 
(A)  pressure of the gas 
(B)  number of gas molecules in the gas 
(C)  volume of the gas 
(D)  temperature of the gas 
 
Hint: Kinetic energy is provided by the heat energy 
of the gas. 
 
3.  The kinetic energy of a moving object is equal to 
__________. 
 
(A)  mv 
(B)  mv2 
(C)  ½ mv2 
(D)  2mv2 
 
4.  In a mixture of equal numbers of large and small 
gas molecules, the energy of the small gas 
molecules is __________ the energy of the large 
gas molecules. 
 
(A)  more than 
(B)  less than 
(C)  the same as 
 
 

 
5.  The total work energy of a gas can be calculated 
from its pressure and volume, or from its 
__________. 
 
(A)  temperature and moles 
(B)  temperature alone 
(C)  moles alone 
(D)  total potential energy 
 
6.  If you have one mole of oxygen molecules, and 
the molecular weight of oxygen is 16.0 atomic mass 
units, which of the following can you calculate in 
the oxygen sample? 
 
(A)  the weight of one mole 
(B)  the pressure of one mole 
(C)  the volume of one mole 
(D)  the kinetic energy of one mole 
 
7.  STP stands for standard temperature (273 
kelvins or 0oC) and pressure (one atmosphere). 
What is the volume of one mole of a gas at STP? 
 
(A)  14.4 L 
(B)  22.4 L 
(C)  34.4 L 
(D)  44.4 L 
 
8.  The partial pressure of a gas is the pressure that 
a gas exerts when __________. 
 
(A)  it is one of several gases in a mixture of gases 
(B)  its pressure is measured at other than standard 
temperature 
(C)  its pressure is measured at other than 22.4 L 
(D)  more or less than a mole of the gas is being 
measured at standard temperature
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9.  In a mixture of two gases confined above 
a closed container of water, their relative 
concentrations in the water __________. 
 
(A) are equal to their relative concentration 
above the water 
(B) are inversely related to their relative 
concentration above the water 
(C) are inversely related to the square root of 
their molecular weights 
(D) are directly related to the square root of 
their molecular weights 
 
10.  In electrolysis of water, electrons are 
delivered by the _________ electrode to 
the__________ atoms, and returned to the 
___________ electrode from the 
__________ atoms. 
 
(A) anode to hydrogen, cathode from oxygen 
(B) cathode to hydrogen, anode from oxygen 
(C) anode to oxygen, cathode from hydrogen 
(D) cathode to oxygen, anode from hydrogen 
 
11.  In a mixture of equal numbers of large 
and small gas molecules, the average energy 
of the small gas molecules is __________ the 
average energy of the large gas molecules. 
  
(A)  more than 
(B)  less than 
(C)  the same as 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12.  Vapor pressure, the pressure exerted by 
a liquid when it evaporates in a closed 
container, __________. 
 
(A)  depends on the temperature of the 
liquid but not on the volume of the space 
above the liquid 
(B)  increases when the volume of the liquid 
exceeds the volume of the gas over the 
liquid 
(C)  is independent of the rate of 
evaporation 
(D)  rises when solutes are dissolved in the 
liquid 
 
13.  Which statement about the vapor 
pressure of water is untrue? Water’s vapor 
pressure _____________. 
 
(A) increases as the temperature increases 
(B) reaches one atmosphere of pressure at 
water’s boiling point 
(C) depends on water’s intermolecular bonds  
(D) is measured when water’s rate of 
evaporation equals its rate of condensation 
(E) none of the answers is untrue 
 
 
 


